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Earth Day began more than three decades ago1 to raise awareness about
environmental issues and the need to protect Earth against the harmful
effects of water and air pollution in the pursuit of growth and prosperity. Back
then, people were just starting to recognize that pollution was a threat to
human health. The awareness grew over time, spreading across nations,
leading to groups of like-minded individuals coming together to
commemorate this special day annually in a bid to continue building
awareness on reducing harmful activities and promote positive changes to
protect our planet2.
Fast forward to today, while we continue to appreciate the wonders of staying
on planet Earth on 22 April each year, it is even more important to take the
opportunity to remind ourselves to continue addressing climate change rising global temperatures associated with climate change poses risks to
human health and the broader ecosystem. Everyone has a role to play, and
your contribution can be more vital than you think.
Here at LGI, we believe that material environmental (as well as social and
governance) factors impact the risks and returns of the investments we
manage. Such considerations are integrated into our investment process
(including engagement and voting activities) to optimize the risk-reward
considerations of each investment decision we undertake on behalf of our
clients. LGI has also introduced investments that promote a low-carbon
economy, such as the Lion-OCBC Securities Singapore Low Carbon ETF.
1Earth
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Disclaimer
This advertisement or publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore. It is for information only, and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation for the
purchase or sale of any capital markets products or investments and does not have regard to
your specific investment objectives, financial situation, tax position or needs. The information
contained herein is confidential and must not be published, reproduced or distributed in whole
or part to any other person without the written consent of Lion Global Investors Limited (“LGI”),
and is not intended for use by any person other than the intended recipient. This publication
may not be distributed in any jurisdiction or to any person where such distribution is prohibited
(including Canada, Japan, the United States of America) or to US persons (as such term is
defined in Regulation S under the US Securities Act of 1933).
Investments in the products mentioned herein are not obligations of, deposits in, guaranteed or
insured by LGI or any of its affiliates and are subject to investment risks including the possible
loss of the principal amount invested. Any information (which includes opinions, estimates,
graphs, charts, formulae or devices) is subject to change or correction at any time without
notice and is not to be relied on as advice. You are advised to conduct your own independent
assessment and investigation of the relevance, accuracy, adequacy and reliability of any
information or contained herein and seek professional advice on them. No warranty is given
and no liability is accepted for any loss arising directly or indirectly as a result of you acting on
such information. LGI, its related companies, their directors and/or employees may have
positions in the products mentioned herein and be engaged in purchasing or selling of such
products for themselves or their clients. You may wish to seek advice from a financial adviser
before making a commitment to undertake any investment. In the event that you choose not to
seek advice from a financial adviser, you should consider carefully whether the investment is
suitable for you.
References to specific corporations/companies and/or their trademarks are not intended as
recommendations to purchase or sell investments in such corporations/companies nor do
they directly or indirectly express or imply any sponsorship, affiliation, certification, association,
approval, connection or endorsement between any of these corporations/companies and LGI
or the products and services of LGI.
© Lion Global Investors® Limited (UEN/ Registration No. 198601745D). All rights reserved. LGI is a
Singapore incorporated company, and is not related to any corporation or trading entity that is
domiciled in Europe or the United States (other than entities owned by its holding companies).
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